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If you are heading off on your first ski trip having never skied before, you will be eager to learn as much as you can about the sport before you go. Maybe you have heard that getting in some serious leg workouts in the weeks or months leading up to your trip will prevent you from suffering with aching muscles after a day on the slopes. Or that doing some cardio exercises will improve your stamina and endurance. These are both true. 
Being fit before you tackle the slopes is a good idea because skiing can be tough. It will also mean that you might not look as much of a beginner as you really are. If you are worried about looking cool on the slopes, then this will probably be important to you. Despite the fact that you have never skied before, you may not want this to appear so obvious. Are there other ways that you can look cool on the slopes? 
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Tips for Looking Cool When Skiing
Most experienced skiers can spot the newbies a mile off; this is usually because they look awkward and haven’t learned how to act and behave yet. For example, new skiers generally don’t know the best way to carry their skis. Those in the know will walk to the chairlift with their skis slung over their shoulders, making sure the tips are facing forwards. New skiers often carry their skis under their arm or at the front of their bodies in both arms. This is a sure sign that they have never been on the slopes before. It is not particularly cool. 
See also  To bring out the inner SRK, don’t forget to check out these places!

Another way to look cool is to ensure that you have the right equipment. It is best to rent the equipment for your first trip. The experts at Canyon Sports say that ski rental in particular means that you are going to have access to the newest models. You really don’t have to buy your skis to look cool. In fact, buying poorly fitting or unsuitable skis will only make you stand out as a newbie. 
Wearing sunglasses instead of goggles is not cool. Nor is wearing a bobble hat rather than a helmet. If you want to look cool, then looking like you know what you are doing is important. A helmet will protect your head in the event of a fall while goggles will not only protect your eyes from the sun’s glare on the snow, but they will also ensure that you do not end up with flying snow and debris in your eyes as you travel down the slopes. 
Learning to get up from a fall gracefully is one way to look cooler, and there is a technique to this. Falls are common on the slopes, so learning the correct way to get up will ensure that you do not end up back on your backside again. To get up gracefully, you need to swing your skis around until they are beneath you and horizontal to the slope. You can then use the arm that is on the slope to push yourself up. This is the easiest way to get into a standing position. 
See also  12 Best Animated Travel Movies on Netflix

Conclusion
If you want to look cooler the first time you hit the slopes, you need to look as though you have done it before. Taking some indoor ski lessons is a good idea before your trip. You should also ensure you get fitter and learn how to move about on the snow. Furthermore, using the right equipment and staying safe is always going to be seen as cool.
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